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Companies / entities and projects reducing GHG emissions, including:

• Retirement of coal facilities

• Coal to gas conversions

• Gas generation with CCUS

• Build of renewables generation: wind, solar, geothermal, transmission

• Energy storage

• Bioenergy from forest waste

• Hydropower generation

• Technologies to mitigate emissions – e.g. CCUS

• Hydrogen retrofitting 

• Government financing of incentives

Eligible Power Transition for Green Financing Tools
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•Green Bonds*

•Transition Bonds*

•Sustainability Bonds

•Sustainability-Linked Bonds
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Environmental / ESG Finance Tools



• Project green credentials into capital market

• Attract new investors - growing class of ESG investors

• Differentiate capital market product - potentially defensive

• Pricing advantage? Primary and secondary markets -
increasing evidence 

• Germany’s recent “paired bond” framework - “greenium” 
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Green Bonds / Transition Bonds - Why?



• A label applied to a financing

• “Green Bond” standards developed in the market -
consensus 

• Green Bond Principles (GBP) - voluntary process guidelines 
prepared by ICMA

• Dentons = first Canadian law firm member of GBP (2014)

• Climate Bond Initiative

• Certification standards

• Deal commentary
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Green Bonds – What? A label



• Use of Proceeds - Utilization of the bond proceeds for Green Projects -
renewable energy, energy efficiency, pollution prevention, clean 
transportation, green buildings, sustainable water management, others. 
(generally not for general corporate purposes)

• Process for Project Evaluation and Selection - Clear communication 
to investors how project satisfies “Green Project” criteria

• Management of Proceeds - Net proceeds of the bond issue need to be 
tracked somehow to specified use of proceeds

• Reporting - Annual reporting of use of proceeds, and qualitative or 
where feasible quantitative reporting on impact of the Green Project

• Fifth recommended component - External review
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Green Bond Principles - 4 core components 
(+ one recommendation)



• In the last year over 70 power-related green bond financings 

globally

• 12 of these deals done by Canadian issuers

• Wind, solar, small hydro, geothermal, biomass, transmission 

and distribution projects (<100 gCO2/ kWh carbon intensity) 
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Green Bond Examples 



• Numerous Canadian examples of green bonds issued to finance wind 
and solar projects – Brookfield Renewable, Algonquin Power, OPG, 
CPPIB, Cdn. Banks

• Southern Power (Georgia), with mixed generation fleet (coal, wind, solar) 
has issued green bonds to finance or invest in solar and wind generation 
facilities
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Green Bond Examples



• A regulatory classification system under which companies are allowed to 
define their activities as sustainable

• Mandatory reporting around sustainable activities for “large public 
interest entities”

• Activity must substantially contribute to an environmental objective –
Climate change mitigation, climate change adaptation, sustainable water 
use, transition to a circular economy, pollution prevention and control and 
protection of biodiversity

• Activity must do no significant harm to other environmental objectives (as 
defined in the taxonomy)

• Comply with governance safeguards – OECD and UN re human rights

• Activity must adhere to technical screening criteria – i.e. specifications to 
be met
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EU Taxonomy – Legal force in EU



• Green bonds not for issuers in fossil fuel industries or limited 
“green” use of proceeds

• “Greenwashing” concerns for use of green bonds by these 
issuers

• A new tool required to help those companies finance their 
transition to lower emissions – market recognizes critical role

• Demand is growing/evolving for bonds in this space – ESG 
investors

• Companies looking to tell their transition story to capital 
markets – broader story than “use of proceeds” 
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Transition Bonds - A new tool



• UK natural gas distribution network operator issued transition bonds to 
retrofit natural gas pipelines to reduce methane leaks and to transport 
hydrogen, develop natural gas plants and build hydrogen fueling 
infrastructure, plus renewable energy and clean transportation

• Hong Kong power company issued transition bonds to finance the 
construction of a large natural gas powered generation plant (in a 
market dominated by coal generation)

• A few other similar examples re retrofit of gas pipelines for transport of 
hydrogen and methane leakage reduction

• Waiting for a Canadian example
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Early Transition Bond Examples



• Evolving in the market

• Use of proceeds - transition use of proceeds (doesn’t need 
to be “green”)

• Project evaluation and selection

• Management of proceeds

• Reporting

• AND… need a demonstrated longer term commitment and 
pathway for transition
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Basic Principles - but no prescribed framework… 
yet



• Report – “The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition” 

• Switching from coal to gas powered generation – significant emissions 
reduction

• Longer term climate benefits (Paris targets) of switching from coal to gas 
require:

• emissions abatement (carbon capture and utilization systems), 

• limited methane leaks in supply chain, and/or 

• use of lower carbon gases

• Longer term, especially as seasonal reliability support for renewables
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Emerging Frameworks - Sustainalytics (August 2020) 



• Investments that will make a substantial contribution to reaching net zero 
emissions by 2050 and halving global emissions by 2030 but have no 
role to play after 2050 (activities inconsistent with Paris climate targets)

• Investments that will have a role to play after 2050 (achievement of Paris 
climate targets) but currently the transition pathway to net zero goals is 
unclear

• Technological viability trumps economic competitiveness to determine 
whether an activity can be on the transition pathway to meet the Paris 
climate goals

• Goals and pathways based on science

• Offsets don’t count
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Emerging Frameworks - Climate Bond Initiative 
(September 2020)



Examples of investments:

• Wind farms, solar

• Early decommissioning of a coal generation plant

• Gas power generation with CCUS (based on assumed asset life of 15-20 
years) and mitigating any gas leakage (interim activity)

• Waste to energy from landfill (interim activity)

• Energy from bioenergy

• Production of blue hydrogen

• Enabling activities – CCUS technologies, energy storage

• Does not require entity level transition plan
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Emerging Frameworks- Climate Bond Initiative 
(September 2020) continued



• 2019 Report of the Expert Panel on Sustainable Finance commissioned 
by the Government of Canada

• Recommendation #9 - expand Canada’s green fixed income market, and 
set a global standard for transition-oriented financing.

• CSA Technical Committee on Transition and Sustainable Finance is 
leading the creation of a Transition Finance Taxonomy as a voluntary 
industry-led initiative with committee member including banks, asset 
owners, investment managers, service providers and industry.  

• Dentons is represented on the Technical Committee

• The Technical Committee will continue its work through the fall 2020
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Canada Taking a Leading Role in Developing the 
Framework



• Green bonds have been used in power industry to finance many of the 
transition activities we’re seeing in Alberta

• Transition bonds provide a new opportunity for power industry moving 
away from fossil fuel emissions 
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Where are we today?



Thank you

Dentons Canada LLP
850 - 2nd Street SW
15th Floor, Bankers Court
Calgary, Alberta T2P 0R8
Canada

Dentons is the world's largest law firm, delivering quality and value to clients around the globe. Dentons is 
a leader on the Acritas Global Elite Brand Index, a BTI Client Service 30 Award winner and recognized by 
prominent business and legal publications for its innovations in client service, including founding Nextlaw 
Labs and the Nextlaw Global Referral Network. Dentons' polycentric approach and world-class talent 
challenge the status quo to advance client interests in the communities in which we live and work.  
www.dentons.com
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